CALL FOR PAPERS

SPECIAL TOPIC ON

Assessment Practice and Currently Used Intelligence Tests in the World

As a rough concept authors should deal with the following:

a) Which are the typical questions leading to psychological consulting and the assessment of intelligence in your country? Who applies intelligence test-(batterie)s and which qualification must these people have, approved by which official reglementations (law etc.) Who does the approval? Finally: who is the recipient of psychological (intelligence-test) reports?

b) Which tests are at a practitioners disposal in your country? A list would be fine. On which intelligence theory are they based, and on which psychometric issues? Which is the aimed-for population of each test(-battery)? Is it an individual test or suggested for group administration? Is it computerized, and if not, are ther computerprograms for calculating the testee's scores? Is the test(-battery) in question for selection or rather enhancement-oriented? Does the test(-battery) suit solely for clinical questions? Is there a non-verbal administration possible?

c) How does psychologists in your country deal with testees who are not competent enough to use the country's official language?

[d) maybe you like to deal with ISO 10667 – http://www.iso.org/iso/iso_catalogue/catalogue_tc/catalogue_detail.htm?csnumber=56441 – how far the tests conform with these standards.]

Contact for any questions: klaus.kubinger@univie.ac.at

As we start a new series there is no deadline; contributions will be published whenever ready. But please take care for the manuscript submission guidelines.